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Nickelodeon | HNC Bee A Coder 
Module Script 4 

 
 
MODULE 4 – Game  
MAKING GAMES FOR THE WEB 
 
Now comes the really fun part of learning coding! Using just a few basic key concepts - like elements, 
stylesheets, and scripts - we now have all the tools we need to build entire games! So, let's break it down, 
piece by piece, so we can see how to put everything together. 
 
THE PLAYER 
If you’re a gamer or even if you just play games every now and then, you must have noticed that almost all 
games have a player character of some kind, right? Well, that’s what we’re going to do next. Build a 
playable character. Using HTML, we know how to place images...and using CSS, we know how to position 
them. By throwing JavaScript into the mix, we can move images around on command, which is enough to 
get us started building our character. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Make a <div></div> container element with the id "player". Inside it, include an <img 
src="" /> tag for the player body and another for the wings. Make sure the wings have a special ID too! 
You'll use this div to represent the player character.  
<div id="player">      
<img id="body" src="player_body.png" />      
<img id="wings" src="player_wings.png" />  
</div> 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: In the <style> tag, reposition the wings so they line up with the player body: 
#player { position: absolute; }   
#player img#wings {      
position: absolute;      
top: 20px;      
left: 30px;  
} 
 
Awesome! See how easy that was? Okay. Now that your player character is all set up, let's write a couple 
of lines of JavaScript that keep track of your player's position on the screen. We'll store this information in 
an Object that contains values for the player's X and Y positions. Don’t worry. This is pretty standard stuff. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Inside our <script></script> tag in the <head></head> section write: 
var player = {      
x: 0,      
y: 0  
}; 
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Our new variable, the player we just built, is an Object with two properties: x and y. Remember, whenever 
you want to change the player's position, you'll have to go back and update these properties, and then 
update the player element's top and left CSS attributes. After that, you can check the player's position by 
typing player.x or player.y in your script. 
 
For example, we're going to add one extra property to our player Object: f, which will handle the player's 
falling speed. By increasing it, and then by changing the player's y position by the amount of f, we can 
make a very simple example of falling movement. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Make the player character fall down by updating the player.f value, the player.y value, 
and the top CSS attribute over a loop: 
var player = {      
x: 0,      
y: 0,      
f: 0  
};   
 
function playerFall() {      
player.f += 1;      
player.y += player.f;       
 
document.getElementById('player').style.top = player.y + "px";       
 
requestAnimationFrame(playerFall);  
} 
 
Now, by increasing the fall speed by 1 each step, we can make the player speed up as it falls. We then 
update the player element's top position, and call a special browser function, requestAnimationFrame(), to 
trigger playerFall() again after a very short delay (a fraction of a second).  
 
Pretty cool, right? Now that you have the player character falling off the screen, let's set up a JavaScript 
event listener that will wait for the user to press a key. Next, we’ll use the SPACE key to make the player 
character jump. That way, if you keep tapping the SPACE key, you can keep the player character from 
falling out of view. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Make the player jump whenever the SPACE key is pressed: 
window.addEventListener('keydown', keyPressed);   
 
function keyPressed(event) { 
 if(event.which == 32) {           
  playerJump();      
 }  
}   
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function playerJump() {      
player.f = -5;  
} 
 
Great! You did it! Now that we have the player character moving on the screen, we can move on to the 
next bip step: level environment. 
 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
 
Okay, here we go. Now, to set our environment, let's begin by placing a background layer. This will add 
depth, giving us separation and will be located behind the player so you can still see what's going on. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Put a <div></div> before the player div in the <body></body>. 
<div id="background"></div>   
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Style its background like this: 
#background {      
width: 960px;      
height: 560px;      
background-image: url(level_background.png);      
background-size: 960px 560px;      
background-repeat: repeat-x;  
} 
 
There you go! Nice work! We’re really making progress now! Now that the background is in place, all we 
need to do is make it look like it’s moving. So, let's begin by making a variable for distance, and set it to 0 
to start. As we run our cycle, we'll increase the distance value and move the background offset to the new 
amount. 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Using a "distance" variable, make the background scroll at a steady rate by updating the 
div's background-position property over a cycle. 
var distance = 0;   
 
function updateBackground() {      
distance += 1;       
 
document.getElementById('background').style.backgroundPosition = -distance + "px 0px";       
 
requestAnimationFrame(updateBackground);  
} 
 
Now, let's break this down. First, we added 1 to the distance variable to track movement at a constant 
speed (this will update very quickly, so 1 is enough for now)...then, we set the background position of the 
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"background" div to the new offset. By using -distance, we set the background to move backwards, which 
makes it look like our character is moving to the right. Fancy! Finally, we call requestAnimationFrame() 
again to trigger the updateBackground() function to run again after a very short delay. That’s all there is to 
it! That wasn’t so bad, now, was it? 
  
GAME LOOP 
 
As you can see from your hands on experience, working with code of different types, games have a lot 
going on all at once! Any game that involves continuous action or movement requires a special function 
containing all of the logic. This will run on repeat, again and again. Every cycle, the logic re-runs and 
updates the state of the game. This is what a game loop is for. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Put the playerFall() and updateBackground() methods inside a game loop, and make 
that run on each cycle.  
function gameLoop() {      
playerFall();      
updateBackground();       
 
requestAnimationFrame(gameLoop);  
} 
 
Excellent! Looks like somebody has been doing their homework. Now that we have the player and 
background movement as part of the game loop, we can even start adding other features to the game, like 
obstacles! Because, really, what’s a game without obstacles? However, just like the player and background 
elements, we'll need to create the obstacle elements...but only when they're ready to appear! We also 
want to keep track of all obstacles in the scene so we can move them with the background. But before any 
of that, let's just define our obstacle style in the CSS. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Define a style for the obstacles in the <style> tag: 
#obstacle { 
position: absolute;      
width: 150px;      
height: 150px;      
background-image: url(obstacle.png);      
background-size: 150px 150px;  
} 
  
Ok. Good. Now that you have that out of the way, you can start placing obstacles on the stage. The game 
will run over time, and every so often, we want an obstacle to appear at random. That’s what keeps things 
interesting. That’s what make a game replayable, over and over again.  Since we're moving to the right, it 
should appear at the right edge of the screen and scroll left from there. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Write a function to create an obstacle and store it in an array. Use Math.random() to 
control their positions from the top of the screen. 
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var obstacles = [];   
 
function makeObstacle() {      
var obstacle = {          
element: document.createElement('div'),          
x: 960,          
y: Math.random()*300      
};       
 
document.body.appendChild(obstacle.element);       
obstacle.element.style.top = obstacle.y + "px";      
obstacle.element.style.left = obstacle.x + "px";      
obstacle.element.className = 'obstacle';       
 
obstacles.push(obstacle);  
}   
 
Now, let’s take a close look at what we just did. First, we created an array called "obstacles" that will keep 
track of every obstacle on the screen. In our makeObstacle() function, we declared a local variable to 
format the obstacle data, and broke it down into three properties: element, which stores a newly-created 
element for the obstacle, x, the obstacle's x position, and y, the obstacle's y position. Using 
document.body.appendChild, we added the obstacle element to the document. Afterward, we set its top 
and left CSS attributes to match its position values. Afterward, we updated the element's class name to 
"obstacle" so it will use the style we defined in our CSS. Finally, we used push() to add the obstacle data to 
our array. You know what that means, don’t you? We can now make new objects appear whenever we 
want. Let’s use Math.random() again to have obstacles appear randomly. Whew! That’s a lot of work! 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: add the following to the bottom of the gameLoop() just above the 
requestAnimationFrame(gameLoop);  
if(Math.random()*1000 < 1) {          
makeObstacle();      
 
Here’s something to think about. Since Math.random() gives a random decimal from 0 to 1, multiplying it 
by 1000 will give random decimals or numbers from 0 to 1000. Only if this value is less than 1 (which is 
about a 1/1000 chance!) do we then make a new obstacle? Since the game loop runs very often, we're 
bound to see obstacles showing up pretty frequently! Now, let’s get them moving. 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Write a function that will scroll all active obstacles: 
function scrollObstacles() {      
    var n = 0;       
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    while(n < obstacles.length) {          
        var obstacle = obstacles[n]; 
 
        obstacle.x -= 1;          
        obstacle.element.style.left = obstacle.x + "px";  
         
        n++; 
    } 
} 
 
Then add scrollObstacles(); to the gameLoop() function just before requestAnimationFrame(gameLoop); 
 
Okay. Let’s move on. In our scrollObstacles() function, we start with a local variable, n, set to 0. This will 
represent our current place as we jump through the "obstacles" array. Using a while loop, we continue 
looping for as long as the n variable is less than the total number of obstacles. First we move the obstacles 
left by 1. To do this, subtract 1 from their x position and update the element. If they move off the screen, 
we should delete them since we no longer need them. Great work! 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Add the logic to delete obstacles that are off screen just before n++: 
if(obstacle.x < -150) {              
    document.body.removeChild(obstacle.element);              
    obstacles.splice(n, 1);              
    continue;          
} 
 
So, we just removed the elements that are no longer on the screen with removeChild(). We then had to 
remove the obstacle from the obstacles array with splice(). Continue tells the entire loop to skip to the next 
obstacle and check again. Here’s something else to think about: What if the player character hits one of the 
obstacles? 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Write logic to check for collisions with the player just after the obstacle delete logic and 
just before n++: 
if(player.x > obstacle.x && player.x < obstacle.x + 150) {              
    if(player.y > obstacle.y && player.y < obstacle.y + 150) {                  
        //do something 
    }          
} 
 
Well, if the obstacle is still in view, this new logic checks to see if the player character’s x and y position 
overlap the obstacle's box area. If overlap occurs...what do we have? A collision! Say goodbye to the pixel 
party! No more respawns for you! So long! Game over!  
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INSTRUCTIONS: Write logic to end the game if a collision occurs: 
var gameover = false; 
function gameOver() {      
    gameover = true;      
    alert('Game over!');  
} 
 
Inside the logic that checks for collisions, replace “//do something” with gameOver(); and at the top of 
the gameLoop() add the following: 
if(gameover) {          
    return;      
} 
   
Speaking of which, we have our gameOver() handler, and a new special condition in gameLoop() that 
checks for the game over state, and breaks the game cycle if a game over has occurred. And what does 
that mean, class? It means that you should give yourself a HUGE round of applause, because this is now a 
full on, complete game. Which also means, that you are AWESOME! 
 
 
CUSTOMIZING THE GAME 
 
Ok. Where were we? Let’s get back to work. Now that we have all of the basic down and dirty, nitty-gritty 
stuff out of the way, we can customize our game in various extra fun ways! First, let's make a couple of 
variables to control movement speed, gravity, and obstacle frequency. Because, after all, what’s a game 
without having the power to control movement speed, gravity, and obstacle frequency? Exactly! 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Set up custom variables and reference them in the game logic. 
var score = 0;   
 
var game_speed = 1;  
var game_gravity = 1;  
var obstacle_frequency = 1000;   
 
function playerFall() {      
player.v += game_gravity;      
player.y += player.v;       
 
document.getElementById('player').style.top = player.y + "px";  
}   
 
function updateBackground() {      
distance += game_speed;       
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document.getElementById('background').style.backgroundPosition = -distance + "px 0px";  
}   
 
function scrollObstacles() {      
var o = 0;       
 
while(o < obstacles.length) {          
var obstacle = obstacles[o];           
 
obstacle.x -= game_speed;          
obstacle.element.style.left = obstacle.x + "px";           
 
if(obstacle.x < -150) {              
document.body.removeChild(obstacle.element);              
obstacles.splice(o, 1);              
continue;          
}           
 
if(player.x > obstacle.x && player.x < obstacle.x + 150) {              
if(player.y > obstacle.y && player.y < obstacle.y + 150) {                  
gameOver();              
}          
}           
 
o++;      
}  
}   
 
function gameOver() {      
gameover = true;      
alert('Game over!');  
}   
 
function gameLoop() {      
if(gameover) {          
return;      
}       
 
playerFall();      
updateBackground();      
scrollObstacles();       
 
score++;       
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if(Math.random()*obstacle_frequency < 1) {          
makeObstacle();      
}       
 
requestAnimationFrame(gameLoop);  
} 
  
Now, if you look VERY closely, you can see which lines have changed. In playerFall(), we increase the player 
velocity by gamegravity, meaning that it now represents the rate of acceleration! In updateBackground() 
and scrollObstacles(), we use gamespeed to update the distance and the scroll position of the obstacles on-
screen. And in gameLoop(), we multiply Math.random() by obstacle frequency, meaning the lower (more 
frequent) the rate, the more likely it is for new obstacles to appear!  
 
Ba-BOOM! 
 
And last, but certainly not least, we have a score variable that increases by 1 each game cycle. The farther 
you get, the higher your score! So, now you can actually keep track of progress and compete for high 
scores. And who doesn’t like that?  Those are just some of the things you can do with the magic of 
Javascript. Now, wasn’t that fun? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


